Good Morning!

Today you and your group will be creating a “All about Hair book”. Your book will be a total of 6 sections + a cover page. Every group member will have a section to do (and someone with creative skills can do the cover page). You will have 2 class days to work on this (Make them nice so we can display them!! Add color, borders, pictures, etc) This is a group grade - If someone slacks it, everyone will suffer. This will be DUE on Monday Oct 29 by the bell.

Google the following and summarize what you read. Include drawings, diagrams, etc to make your book stand out. **Each “Page” should have at least 3-5 paragraphs about the topic and at least 1 picture or diagram.** This will be hand written on line paper or computer paper. NO PRINTOUTS.

Section 1: Hair Evidence and Microscopy
Section 2: Hair Anatomy and Hair Growth / Removal
Section 3: Animal vs Human Hair
Section 4: Different Hair Found on the Human Body / Body Area Determination
Section 5: Race, Age, and Sex determination by Hair
Section 6: Significance of Hair Evidence

THERE IS AN AMAZING resource online which I HIGHLY recommend you start with. This may not give you enough info, but you can google from there.


2 ways to Fail this: 1. Do not do it / turn in 2. Plagiarize – I have no life, I will check.

I have Markers, Color Pencils, Crayons, scissors, glue, rulers – if you would like to use them (By the microscopes) feel free to use what you need – HOWEVER – please return everything **neatly.**

If you finish early, please copy the remaining notes for unit 5 – it is linked in weebly

Thank you guys! See you on Wednesday 😊